
 

  

 

 

For Immediate Release 

February 28, 2011 

Chilliwack, BC -- The Economic Development Association of British Columbia (EDABC) congratulated 
Christy Clark today for winning the BC Liberal Leadership race and effectively becoming the next Premier 
of British Columbia.  The EDABC and its members are looking forward to working with the new Premier 
and her cabinet to bring stronger economic development to all areas of BC, including rural BC.  

EDABC noted that Christy Clark expressed strong support for additional economic development efforts 
during the leadership race. In particular, Ms. Clark emphasized the importance of working together with 
BC communities and the association in marketing BC and in improving local economies.    

"Ms. Clark was clear in discussions with EDABC that the Province needs to reconnect with communities 
to determine the best course of action to improve BC's economy," stated the Chief Executive Officer of 
EDABC, Dale Wheeldon.  The EDABC is encouraging the Premier to work with the association in the 
development of an Economic Development Roundtable led jointly by EDABC and the Province of BC to 
gather input from communities around the province on the directions that need to be taken to create 
economic activity in all corners of the Province.  Rural BC plays an important role in the economic 
sustainability of BC and their input will be essential in moving forward.    

"BC’s economic development community has been busy promoting British Columbia, and the strong tax 
and fiscal record of the current government," added Wheeldon."EDABC and BC communities have been 
working hard to promote the Province as the preferred location for investment and reinvestment.  
Creating strong local economies is critical to attracting new investment and to building the 
infrastructure necessary to support British Columbia and our families. EDABC and its members look 
forward to working with the new Premier and her new cabinet to continue to foster further economic 
opportunities.”  

Since 1981, the EDABC has remained the leading provincial association of economic development 
practitioners. The EDABC is also the primary organization working with BC communities to improve the 
province’s economy through the retention and expansion of economic opportunities impacting small, 
medium and large businesses. Through its innovative partnership program, the association works with a 
wide range of companies, industry associations, individuals and others in supporting the growth of BC 
communities.  Over 95% of BC communities are involved in the activities of EDABC making the 
association the pre-eminent voice of economic development in the province.    
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